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Riverside Project Introduction
This graduate student project was conceived as a result of an inquiry to the Department of
Geography at Northern Illinois University by a member of the Riverside Economic
Development committee, a committee of the Village of Riverside municipal government.
Eric Kollman, member of that committee, contacted Professor Rich Greene via email
seeking interest in studying the downtown area of the village. Riverside’s EDC did not
have money budgeted for such a consulting project and it would need to be strictly
voluntary, perhaps done as a student project. Riverside is an historic Illinois village, a
very early example of suburban development in Western Cook County, Illinois, a
suburban community to Chicago which was planned and initially designed by famed
landscape architect Frederick Law Olmstead, whose work was studied in Greene’s
Geography of Land Use Planning class during fall semester 2009, creating interest on the
part of the graduate students solicited to participate.
Graduate students on the project included group leader Kara Haller, as well as Meghan
Fish, Keith Darby, and Andy Shaw. There was also assistance from Dan Abbott and
Margaret Fisher, undergraduate students in the equivalent course who also wished to be
part of the project.
Riverside presented itself as a community with rich resources, a mature, affluent, “transitoriented community” on the METRA regional rail system, but with a challenged central
business district with multiple retail vacancies, needing help in recruiting the proper
business mix for the betterment of the community and to improve village finances. It has
essentially two retail corridors, a core CBD of a few downtown streets, as well as an busy
urban auto corridor(Harlem Avenue)that is its municipal boundary to the East. The
priority for this project, however, was the downtown area, an area with several vacant
commercial properties waiting to be occupied by the right tenant businesses.
Riverside has little to no manufacturing and no large-scale modern retail, nor developable
land of that scale, causing a challenged tax base. In the initial conference call with the
group, Kollman brought up the possibility of encouraging a mix of ‘charming shops’,
such as restaurants, and high-status retail, such as artists and booksellers, which would be
comparable to more affluent Chicago suburbs, like Glencoe and Winnetka, Chicago
North Shore communities that have such reputations. It was speculated by Kollman that
Olmstead was not entirely “business-friendly” and that this downtown was not planned
well in the initial designs for the village, contributing to today’s development challenge.
The early idea of our group(and the origin of what evolved into “Phase I”) was to
produce a Geographic Information Systems, or GIS, method to sort suburbs of Chicago
that are otherwise similar to Riverside, as GIS tools are the specialty of the Geography
department group assembled on the project. Similarities in population among cities that
also had downtown METRA rail stations were to be studied first. It was thought that
finding such communities would allow us to see the retail mix of other successful
suburban towns, and apply those findings to a proposal for Riverside. An ideal desirable
mix could then be ascertained from the communities Riverside may wish to emulate.

Two students also made field visits to Riverside, on two separate outings. Andy Shaw
made a visit to visually survey the downtown, especially a recent condo/retail
development near the train station that was incomplete on online mapping sites. Kara
Haller also made a field visit where she was able to interview long time residents and
gain valuable background information on the political climate of the village.
Other background information has been collected from various internet sources,
including finding prior consulting studies for the village from Northern Illinois
University’s Public Research Lab, which polled Riverside residents on questions
including preferences for downtown businesses. Several other consultant research
studies were available as well.
Historic Riverside
Riverside, IL is a historically recognized inner-ring suburb of Chicago. It is often referred
to as the first planned suburban community. Riverside was designed by landscape
architect Fredrick Law Olmstead. The town was settled in 1869 by a group of
businessmen who formed the Riverside Improvement Company. They commissioned
Olmstead to design the master plan for a rural community so Chicagoans could escape
the dirty and cramped city. Riverside was laid out around one of the first railroad lines
extending from Chicago, which allowed residents to enjoy the countryside as well as
being close to the city.
Riverside is often designated as one of the first communities to encompass transitoriented development. Olmstead designed a plan that featured curvilinear streets that
followed the natural contours of the area. Along and around each of the complex network
of streets, he established a continuous park system that included many large parks as well
as smaller parks at each intersection. In the covenant of the complex, Olmstead required
each resident to have two large trees in the yard between the house and the street. In
1970, the village was honored with being designated as a National Historic Landmark.
Riverside’s downtown, which is the focus area of this study, was not originally part of
Olmstead’s design. Eventually commercial businesses developed alongside the train
station and court house. Over the years, the downtown fell under the label of “Historic
Riverside” although none of it was part of the original plan. Because Olmstead offered no
explanation of the direction the downtown should take, residents and community leaders
have had a hard time preserving the Olmstead legacy while also welcoming progress and
growth, when Olmstead’s intent is not entirely clear in the historical record.
Riverside Today
Riverside is located 11 miles southwest of Chicago. The Burlington Northern-Santa Fe
Rail Line runs through the middle of the village, which brings not only freight traffic but
also commuter traffic through the Metra consortium. The town is bordered by North
Riverside, Lyons, Riverside Lawn, Berwyn, and Brookfield as well as a portion of the
Brookfield Zoo. Downtown Riverside has access to main arterial roads such as Harlem

Ave, First Ave and Ogden Ave, which offers all 8,900 Riverside residents the
convenience of many different commercial districts.
The study area, the downtown district of the village, encompasses many different land
uses. Burlington and Quincy streets, as well as East Avenue, contain the most
concentrated area of retail and commercial services. A grocery store, several restaurants,
a coffee shop, bakery, antique shop as well as a floral and gift shop are found in this area.
Shopping and dining make up 34% of the downtown area. A dry cleaner, Laundromat,
hair and nail salon, shoe repair and a travel service also are included in this area. Many of
these commercial services are located on the ground floor with the 2nd floor available for
residential occupancy. Professional services are located throughout downtown and
include everything from numerous banks to financial and legal services, to medical and
dental offices, to real estate, tax and insurance services. These services make up 22% of
the downtown business inventory. Offices make up 36% of the downtown. Along Quincy
Street and behind the train station on East Avenue are auto repair shops. In addition to
commercial services, there are many historic public buildings in the downtown region.
These include the historic water tower, train station, the township hall, the library, the
swim club, the fire station, and the arts center located on Quincy St. Public and semipublic space account for 8% of the downtown business district. Aside from commercial
and retail services, the rest of Riverside is comprised of residential and open space. Much
of Riverside is made up of single family homes but other uses include apartment
complexes, as well as upper floor rentals and condominium units over shops.
Riverside is dotted with a heavy use of urban parks which extends throughout the
downtown as well as into the residential district. The Des Plaines River makes up the
village’s southern boundary. Much of the town blocks connection to the river, other than
viewing in select locations, and there is little direct access to the river or open riverrelated recreational activities. From signage around the village it appeared that at least
some river-related activity(fishing and picnicking) was even illegal in Riverside. One
student who is a canoeist contacted a statewide paddling organization and found that
special permission is required to land boats on the Riverside shoreline, and that boaters
needing safe portage to avoid the dangerous Hoffman Dam in the village have been
arrested in the past for illegal landing on this shore. Outside river users such as Des
Plaines River Trail canoeists would be likely to support downtown restaurants or
attractions, according to this group. An open natural amenity like a major river trail
could also attract relocating families as well.
Riverside’s neighbor, Brookfield Zoo, also presents intriguing tourism-related
possibilities, due to the heavy traffic of families visiting this attraction. This close
proximity to a major regional attraction could be leveraged for restaurant and shop traffic
as well. It does not appear that the zoo is being fully leveraged by Riverside
establishments.
Though Riverside has a variety of amenities, the profile above suggests the need and
opportunities available to attract additional businesses and services to help keep
Riverside residents shopping in town and entice visitors to the historic village. Proper
planning for downtown economic development and even recreation and tourism can give

Riverside a wider sales tax base to alleviate some of the financial burden Riverside
taxpayers carry.
Methodology-Defining the Sample
The project began with the complete set of 302 municipalities in the study area counties,
of which Riverside is included.
(Figure 1)

Figure 1: All Municipalities in Study Area

After identifying the communities in the greater metropolitan area, an additional GIS
layer was introduced, the Chicago METRA Lines and Stations.
It was decided that since Riverside had a train station, that only Municipalities that also
had train stations should be used in the study. Using the Municipalities layer and the
Chicago Metra Lines layer, locations that were municipalities and were intersected by
train lines were selected and exported to a new layer. Once this layer was created it was
possible to look at the number of municipalities within it, which totaled 111
municipalities on Chicago’s regional METRA rail.
(Figure 2)

Figure 2: Municipalities that have METRA stations

This next step of the project was to find the municipalities that were similar to Riverside
in population that also had METRA rail stations.
Needed next was a defined minimum and a maximum population amount to be
considered “similar” to Riverside. Riverside’s population was just under 9,000. “Natural
Breaks” were found in the histogram of the municipalities by population. Exactly 30
municipalities were within these natural breaks, including Riverside, so the population
limits were set at these breaks of 7,610 and 15,608 people.
(Figure 3)

Those cities chosen by the natural breaks method, to this point, were represented by
municipal boundaries in the GIS. To make the layers work with the NAICS Census data
it was necessary to create a new layer represented by zip code boundaries that identified
which were being studied, since the NAICS data are collected at the zip code level.
(Figure 4)

Figure 4: Municipalities with METRA that are similar in size to Riverside

Creating an Amenity Index
After deciding which municipalities were to be used in the study, it was time to find the
best way of comparing them to each other. An amenity index is an urban geographer’s
tool for comparing the specialization value of a community in a category or categories. It
is a comparison index calculation of the studied town’s amenity and the calculated value
for the greater region being studied. The result of this calculation is the “location
quotient” which is the specialization value for that attribute in that community.
The US Census Zip Code Business Patterns 2004 database was utilized because it has the
data broken down into very fine categories of establishment type. It is sorted by zip code,
so it may have limited value in some instances of specialty research, but gives us some
interesting snapshots into these communities nevertheless.
Table 1 shows the values calculated for the areas of interest to the group. It shows the 30
city sample group, and shows the amenity index scores for each in each of the chosen
categories. These categories will be highlighted in the GIS map product to follow.
Examples of these calculations will shed more light on this index calculation in the
following pages of this report.
(Figure 5) and (Table 1)

Figure 5: The Amenity Index Formula

The Book-Art Index
The Book-Art index was created from the following two NAICS categories:
451211 Book stores
453920 Art dealers
For example, Riverside’s Book-Art index calculation was
((1/211)/(34/4317))*100= 60.18
This translates that Riverside had one business in these two categories(in this data set)
where Riverside had 211 total establishments, and that 34 of these types of businesses
were observed over the whole 30 city sample of 4317 total establishments.
The calculated index for Riverside in the Book-Art category was 60.18, which is
considered to be non-specialized for this category. It could be showing that a city like
Riverside, since we are comparing cities which are similar to Riverside in population size
and METRA presence, could support more businesses of this type in its territory.
(Figure 6)

Figure 6: Book-Art Index Map

The Restaurant Index
The Restaurant Index was created from the following eight NAICS categories:
722110 Full-service restaurants
722211 Limited-service restaurants
722212 Cafeterias, buffets, & grill buffets
722213 Snack & nonalcoholic beverage bars
722310 Food service contractors
722320 Caterers
722330 Mobile food services
722410 Drinking places (alcoholic beverages)
Again, using Riverside’s example calculation,
((35/211)/(962/4317))*100=74.44
This calculation shows that the Riverside zip code includes establishments totalling 35 in
these chosen NAICS categories, and Riverside’s total establishment count is again 211.
Over the complete sample of 30 similar cities, 962 of these types of establishments were
present, among a total 4317 establishments.
This shows that Riverside is under-specialized in this category as well, even though there
are 35 of this type, more could be supported in a similar town to Riverside. Riverside has
another opportunity, as many similar cities to Riverside do support this type of business
establishment at a higher level than Riverside.
(Figure 7)

Figure 7: Restaurant Index Map

The Personal Care Index
The Personal Care Index includes the following five NAICS categories:
812111 Barber shops
812112 Beauty salons
812113 Nail salons
812191 Diet & weight reducing centers
812199 All other personal care services
Using Riverside’s example again, we find the following figures for this category:
((10/211)/(237/4317))*100 = 86.33
This shows that Riverside’s zip code area contains 10 examples of these types of business
establishments out of 211 total establishments in Riverside, and in the complete 30
similar city sample, 237 of these types are contained in a total of 4317 establishments.
Riverside’s score for the Personal Care index is 86.33, which is the highest of the three
categories of the study, but again shows potential for more establishments, as it is still
below the 100 measure of parity in the measure.
(Figure 8)

Figure 8: Personal Care Index Map

The Overall Amenity Index
The Overall Amenity Index is an average calculation over all of our chosen categories. It
is only representative of the categories that our group created as a “charming shop” mix
for the ideal downtown. This group feels that this set of categories does represent this
goal. Riverside’s overall index score of 76.33 is under 100, therefore Riverside is
underspecialized in these aggregated categories.
(Figure 9)

Figure 9: Overall Amenity Index Map

Conclusion of Amenity Index Calculations
Riverside is under-specialized in these categories of establishments that are in other
similar cities in the Chicago region. Riverside’s Economic Development Committee
should seek to recruit these types of businesses, as they can be supported by towns of
similar size which are on METRA rail, and would also further the goal of having a
charming downtown area which would attract shoppers and visitors.
The weakness of this measure, of course, is that the data was aggregated to the zip code
of the city referenced. Zip code boundaries, in many cases, do not match well with the
city they represent. In Riverside’s case, the village of North Riverside, which includes a
large shopping mall, is included in the zip code boundary. In spite of this, Riverside was
still under-specialized by our measures. This warrants further analysis and investigation.
We intend to do a major refinement in Phase II regardless, so this phase of the study can
be seen as the development of the method to measure, some practice with the measure,
and brief analysis of it. It has the noted weakness of the zip code boundary data, where
we are interested in railroad downtowns, so we are moving forward to the area of interest
to the continuing study.
Introduction to Phase II of this project
The next phase is a further use of this amenity index to measure establishments in
downtown areas of METRA rail station cities. In a further refinement of the sample, it
was determined that we would restrict our study to similar cities which were in Cook
county. Cook county suburbs, of which Riverside is included in, can be seen as more
established communities, which creates a more homogenous sample of cities. These
would be the most likely of the original 30 cities to be the oldest, likely having similar
housing stock to Riverside, as well as containing more traditional downtown areas.
These characteristics would lead us to believe that they would be more likely to be
similar to Riverside in these additional areas. With this refinement, the comparable
sample city characteristics are the following:
1. Population between 7610 and 15608
2. Possess a METRA rail station
3. In Cook County and outside Chicago, which means they are older and more
established, as is the Village of Riverside, and be likely to have similar traditional
downtown areas.
(Figure 10)

Figure 10: Phase II Sample Cities Map

Downtown Focus in Phase II
In addition to the refinement of the sample size, the group is narrowing its focus
within each city as well. A major weakness of the method from Phase I was that the
area of study was a zip code, where the focus of Riverside’s needs was on a
traditional downtown revitalization. This next phase will be narrowed to downtown
areas only. This will take us out of the realm of data from the Census Bureau, and
bring in a large amount of field work counting business types in the defined
downtown area of the Cook County 17 city group. This is expected to make a more
fair comparison of traditional downtowns in Cook county suburbs which are similar
to Riverside, but data for this analysis will require creation by field work. The
addresses for downtown businesses for each of these will be geocoded in a GIS for
analysis in Phase II.
(Figure 11)

Figure 11: Riverside’s Downtown Area Grocoding Map
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In phase I of the project, we looked at comparing downtowns of the 30 cities in the study area to
Riverside’s downtown area. The amenity index data was previously at the zip code scale, which left the
study area extremely overbounded. Because zip codes often encompass multiple municipal boundaries,
we decided that we must study a smaller area to gain a more accurate picture of what businesses makes up
each respective downtown. The areas we are most interested in analyzing are solely in the central
business district (CBD), which encompasses the Metra rail line (in most cases).
The first task was to narrow down the 30 city study area to a smaller focus area. We decided to
narrow down the study area to municipalities that lie fully within Cook County. We were able to take the
30 study list and narrow it down with ArcGIS. We did a “select by attributes”, chose “municipalities that
lie fully within Cook County”. We were left with 17 cities selected (see Figure 1). We should note that
Lemont and Barrington were left off of the list, though most of their area is within Cook County, a small
portion of their boundaries remain outside Cook County.

Defining a Downtown
For this project, the definition for a downtown was the heart of the business district. We drew
arbitrary boundaries where land use changed from commercial to residential or where the commercial
district changed from walk-able store fronts with street parking to strip malls with off street parking lots.
Many of the municipalities in the study area had no evidence of a traditional downtown. We were left to
create a definition based on each case. We defined the Metra station as the “heart of downtown” and for
the “downtown” to extend within a 5 minute walking distance surrounding the train station. For a lot of
municipalities (such as Worth, Schiller Park, Riverdale, River Grove, Calumet Park, Midlothian, Richton
Park, Chicago Ridge and Summit) auto-dependent clusters of businesses sprawled along a busy highway
extending through municipality to municipality. In these places little to no open or green space exists nor
is there much change in land use. This made determining downtown boundaries very subjective.
Some of the cities in the study area might not have much in common with Riverside or have the
amenities Riverside would like to attract but they must remain in the study to keep it scientific and
unbiased.
Building an Amenity Index for Central Business Districts
To create an amenity index using location quotients that just contains the CBDs or downtowns of
the cities in our study area, we first geocoded business locations in order to place the business name with
the actual location on a map. We do this by entering the address of the business in a table, import that into
ArcGIS and the GIS software maps each businesses X,Y coordinates based on the address. In order to
retrieve business locations, we searched the internet for a list of complete business data. For some cities
information was listed on the official municipality website or chamber of commerce website. For others,
business information was listed only a yellow pages type directory. As a result, most business listings
were either incomplete or inaccurate. We came to the conclusion that the only way to solve this problem
was to do fieldwork in each of the 17 cities to determine what businesses were actually located there. We
visited each city, traversed the streets of the downtown (or what we determined to be the CBD), and
logged what business were located at each address and what business category they would fall under. We
used information we found on the internet as a base map for each city. This was also a good way to
determine how much vacant space was left in each city; a problem Riverside has. Using the data we
retrieved from fieldwork, we entered the information onto our spreadsheet. Next we added 4 digit NAICS
codes to categorize each business. With those codes we were able to create an amenity index like we did
in Phase I, this time just including businesses in the downtown. This should show smaller totals from the
earlier amenity index because we made the scope smaller by excluding businesses out of the downtown

area. In Figure 2, an example is provided to describe how the location quotient works. In this phase of the
project, we used four categories to complete the amenity index: Restaurant/Coffee shops (7221 plus
7222), Personal Care (8121), Gift and Boutique Stores (4532) and Book and Hobby Stores (4511 plus
4512). Any combination of these categories can be input into a location quotient. This is just one sample.

Figure 2

Location Quotient Example

This is an example of the location quotient formula used in the Phase I report. This calculation is
based on the restaurant NAICS code using Riverside data at the zip code level.

((35/211)/(962/4317))*100=74.44
((Riverside's number of establishments in this category/Riverside's total establishment
count)
___________________________________________________________________
(Study area's number of establishments in this category/Study area's total number of
establishment overall)) *100

As in Phase I, the location quotient was computed using the amenity index table. The location
quotient is a ratio of a particular business compared to all other establishments in the city vs. all of the
study area as a whole. Some cities with a smaller amount of establishments could have a higher location
quotient because beauty salons, for example, might make up a large percentage of their total businesses.
The location quotient is really just a measure of what industry a specific city is specialized in. Another
way to interpret the location quotient score could be that any score below 100 could show that that
community can support more of that type of establishment because it’s lacking that amenity. Any score
above 100 could mean that there is a great deal of competition associated with that type of establishment.
A score above 100 could also show us that type of business is more likely to succeed in this municipality.
There are different ways to interpret location quotient scores; it’s really how the city officials perceive it.
Figure 3 shows the amenity index results.

Amenity Index

Figure 3
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Amenity Index Analysis
The four maps attached at the end of this report represent the spatial picture of how the amenity
index is depicted using the location quotient across the study area. The map can also be used to compare
location quotients (based on a colored value) between cities. In the Personal Care Index, Riverside has a
value of 70. This value could suggest that perhaps personal care stores such as beauty, nail and tanning
salons are underrepresented in Riverside. This might be the type of business village officials might want
to think about attracting.
In the Gift and Boutique Shop Index, Riverside has a value of 104. While this value suggests that
Riverside is “specialized” in this category, it doesn’t necessarily mean that the village couldn’t support
more of these types of businesses. It could mean that these types of businesses flourish in the community.
When comparing this value to Flossmoor or Winnetka’s value, Riverside’s value is considerably lower.
These could be communities that Riverside might want to investigate how they attracted and sustained
such development.
The book and hobby store index shows that Riverside has a value of 28.9, which is quite low,
especially compared to many of the other cities in the study area. This is a strong indicator of what
businesses Riverside lacks, and which would probably flourish based on the fact that Riverside residents
are having to drive to other communities to find a book or hobby store. The neighboring community of La
Grange has a much higher value in this category meaning that they are attracting shoppers from the

surrounding areas to their downtown. The dramatic difference in values across the region might suggest
officials to look into attracting this type of business first and foremost.
The restaurant index shows that Riverside has a value of 44.45, which is also quite low compared
to almost all of the other cities in the study area. This is a good indicator of what businesses are most
needed in the community.

Phase III
Planning Implementation
In Phase II of the project, we determined how Riverside compares to the other 16 cities in the
study area in terms of types of businesses. From the information gathered, Riverside officials can now
determine what businesses are successful in which particular city. Certainly, cities with the most similar
demographics to Riverside’s would be the most logical to model Riverside after. Based on similar
demographics and location quotients, Riverside officials can choose how to attract economic development
as compared to any city in the study area. The table below lists the population, percent college educated,
median household income, and median home price for each of the 17 cities in the study area. This should
give an even better idea of which cities are most similar to Riverside, helping to further narrow
comparisons in the study area.

Study Area
Demographics
City
Population
10,637
Summit
15,055
Riverdale
10,668
River Grove
11,850
Schiller Park
11,047
Worth
14,127
Chicago Ridge
8,516
Calumet Park
12,533
Richton Park
14,315
Midlothian
14,816
Hazel Crest
8,895
Riverside
15,608
La Grange
11,635
River Forest
9,301
Flossmoor
Western Springs 12,493
8,762
Glencoe
12,419
Winnetka
Source: 2000 Census Bureau

% College Educated
7.30%
11.70%
14.30%
14.40%
11.20%
13.80%
13.40%
25.40%
14.40%
22.10%
51.10%
55.00%
69.70%
61.00%
66.40%
79.70%
88.40%

Median Household Income
38,132
38,321
40,050
41,583
42,723
44,101
45,357
48,299
50,000
50,576
64,931
80,342
89,284
94,222
98,876
164,432
167,458

Median Home Price
109,200
82,600
149,800
161,600
141,400
138,500
91,600
125,700
114,800
98,700
264,200
271,800
386,600
216,200
323,900
667,000
756,500

Attracting Economic Development to the City
There are many different approaches to attracting economic development to an area. One
approach that could help Riverside finance economic development would be to make the entire downtown
a Tax Increment Finance District (TIF). TIF is a very popular and successful development tool used to aid
financially strapped local governments in making the improvements they need, like new roads or sewers,
and provide incentives to attract new businesses or help existing businesses stay and expand. And TIF
does this without tapping into general municipal revenues or raising taxes (Illinois Tax Increment
Association http://www.illinois-tif.com/about_TIF.asp). In the case of Riverside, it could help pay for
building renovations, tenant build-out or redevelopment projects such as the creation of a riverwalk.

TIF calls for local taxing bodies to make a joint investment in the development or
redevelopment of an area with the intent that any short term gains be reinvested and leveraged so
that all the taxing bodies will receive larger financial gains in the future. The funds for this
investment do not come from current revenues, but from future tax revenues, not otherwise
expected to occur. These new revenues are generated by increased public and private investment
in identified underperforming areas.
The Illinois Tax Increment Association explains that when a TIF redevelopment project
area (often called a TIF district) is created, the value of the property in the area is established as
the “base” amount. The property taxes paid on this base amount continue to go to the various
taxing bodies as they always had, with the amount of this revenue declining only if the base
declines (something that the TIF is expected to keep from happening) or the tax rate goes down.
It is the growth of the value of the property over the base that generates the tax increment. This
increment is collected into a special fund (the Special Tax Increment Allocation Fund) for use by
the municipality to make additional investments in the TIF project area. This reinvestment
generates additional growth in property value, which results in even more revenue growth for
reinvestment. In this way the TIF redevelopment project creates a vital cycle, increasing
development and redevelopment in the area, such that when the TIF project ends — and Illinois
law allows a TIF project to exist for a period of up to 23 years — all of the taxing bodies benefit
from the new growth.
Riverside could use TIF money to attract developers to invest in vacant/underused
buildings. Once a developer buys a vacant building and fixes it up and he/she can then apply for
reimbursement from the municipality through TIF funds. For example, a developer might owe
$5,000 in taxes on the vacant building he/she buys. Once the building is fixed up and in use, the
building might generate $10,000 in taxes. The village would then pay the developer $5,000 (the
difference between the two values) using TIF money; providing a good incentive for the
developer to want to continue his tenancy in the city.
Another option involving TIF money would be for the village to take out a government
bond for current redevelopment expenditures and use TIF money to pay back the loan later.
Other ways to attract economic development could be to apply for government grants. If the
village is interested in redeveloping the area around the river, they could apply for a Land and Water
Conservation Fund (LAWCON) grant which funds open space projects. In addition to this, there are many
other federal and state programs that can fund a variety of projects.
In terms of attracting developers to vacant buildings, Riverside could send a representative to the
International Shopping Center Show (ISCS) which is held annually. This retail real estate industry

conference helps connect developers and national tenants. ISCS members include shopping center
owners, developers, managers, marketing specialists, investors, lenders, retailers and other professionals
as well as academics and public officials. As the global industry trade association, ICSC links with more
than 25 national and regional shopping center councils throughout the world (International Shopping
Center Show http://www.icsc.org/about/about.php). This conference has the potential to establish
connections between the municipality and any retailer from small businesses to large chains.
The best way to receive support would be for Riverside to get more involved with the Cook
County Economic Development Commission, or even a more regional organization such as the Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning. These organizations could offer support from grant information to
additional funds and tax revenue.

Establishing a Competitive Regional Market
As discussed in Phase II of the project, Riverside has a very low location quotient in the book and
hobby story category. As a result many Riverside citizens must look to surrounding communities to get
these amenities. One option Riverside might consider is to see what businesses thrive in neighboring
communities and go after their competitors in order to attract business to Riverside. For example, La
Grange has a very vibrant downtown. Because La Grange is a few stops west of Riverside on the Metra
line, it might be a smart idea to attract some competing businesses to contrast what La Grange has. For
example, La Grange has a Borders book store located directly next to the train tracks. This book store is
usually quite busy and draws many people to that corner of town. Riverside could look into bringing in a
competing book store chain such as Barnes and Noble in hopes of attracting people who want to shop
there instead of at Borders. Assuming Riverside citizens and people living in surrounding communities
drive to La Grange to purchase a book only found at a major chain, they would now have more options.
Conclusion
There are many different ways to interpret the information presented in this report. Many different
directions in terms of planning can be taken. This report gives a few ideas and options, though further
research is necessary. The next step in this project would be to identify cities in the study area that are the
most similar to Riverside in terms of demographics. From there research should be done on how these
handful of cities have attracted and sustained certain types of businesses.

